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Abstract 
The classical statistics approach used in health physics for the 

interpretation of measurements is deficient in that it does not allow 
for the consideration of keedle in a effects, where events 
that are rare in a population are being detected. In fact, this is 
often the case in health physics measurements, and the false p i -  
tive fraction is often very large using the prescriptions of classical 
statistics, Bayesian statistics provides an objective methodology to 
ensure acceptably small false positive fractions. We present the basic 
methodology and a heuristic discussion. Examples are given using 
numerically generated and real bioassay data (Tritium). Various an- 
alytical models are used to fit the prior probability distribution, in 
order to test the sensitivity to choice of model. Parametric studies 
show that the normalized Bayesian decision level tC, - LJoO, where 
00 is the measurement uncertainty far zero true amount, is usually 
in the range from 3 to 5 depending on the true positive rate. Four 
times 00 rather than approximately two times 00, as in classical 
staf;M&x, woufa often seefn a better choice for the decision ievef, 



The god of internal dosimetry is the determination of intakes of radioactive 
matenab ~ T , O  t i e  bocfy irom h i e d  bioassay data s h o w  %he amolLfn 
from the body, for example, in urine. Ob&tive and anafytkd interprda;tion 
o€ urine concentration measurement redts is diEcuft when the magnitude of 
the measurement result approaches the magmtuae or the measurement process 
uncertainty. In these cases, when may one conclude, with a reasonable degree of 
certainty, that the measurement results indicates a real signa1 and not statistical 
Huctuakion in background DOE‘’? 

A classical approach to this problem has been well developed by Altschder 
and Pasternack (1963) and Currie(1968) . The application of this classical 
theary has been boded down to wdeiy used {and m d j  reczpes and rures ot 
thumb [2]. A weakness of the ciasicrat approach is its inability to adequately 
address the case of false-positives. In this paper we will show that to evaluate 
ra%e-positive framons reqmes a Bayaan tramework, wku& involves fne use ojr 
a prior probabiiity distribution. 

Bayesian methods are used in other fields (see €or example [6]) and have 
recently been apphed to problems encountered in the health phpcs prokssion 
181 (Hamet). ‘l’he purpose of this paper is to more brody comdcate  the 
basic ideas and concepts of Bayesian statistics and to increase the professional 
awareness oi tnese p o w d  and apphcabk concepts- Aitkough tm Sayman 
approach is more mathematicaBy complicated than the classical approaeh, with 
the use of available sofiware tools on desktop computers Bayesian concepts will 
bmmc inercasiagly a c k k f c  for routine hc&h physics work. 

We discus a measurement process to determine a contaminant at the lowest 
possible ievei (where statsticai mcemnty E. sigmhcantj. For exampie, we 
might consider the measurement of tritium, uranium, or plutonium in urine in 
order to determine a possible internal dose. We denote the measured result by y, 
and 1% st,atBf,id u n c e d t y  smdard dewation by m. ‘i’he (mknownj intake 
of the contaminant is denoted by 2. The forward, theoreticd calculation of 
measured amount y kom z is denoted by the h c t i o n  Y (5). in most cases, Y (5)  

is a ample linear function of 2, so mtake 2 and true (but unhownj excreaon 
Y are for many purposes interchangeable. in this paper it is assumed that the 
measurement process is well understood and that measurement uncertainties 
have a Gawkin &itribtition. The twditiond probability of measuring rt?srift 
p gives tmt? twmunt 1: ‘is &jVm by 

j t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z i o n a i  proiiaghties are mtten in tibe tom j3CAjBj, whid means the 
probability of event A given event B. In general, PIA) denotes the probability 



or evem A. However. y IS a mntmuous vanable, me proDabUity that y is m 
a sm& interval dy is P(y)dy.) When considered as a €unction of 5, P(yJltz) is 
calIed the Iikefihood function, when considered as a function of y, it is called 
the samphng mczion. 

‘l’he quantity 2 represents the quantity of greatest interest, €or example, an 
occupational intake of uranium from inhalation as opposed to an environmental 
intake from &dung water. Whe quantity y represents the measured bioassay 
quantity. The measurement error (T summarizes all the uncertainties in going 
&om measurement of y to determination of intake z, including uncertainties in 
background siibt,raction. In the case of a siibtmfxd background, Y ($1 = y - y ~ ,  
with y~ the background, for example an environmental background subtraction, 
or Subtraction of urine excretion coming h m  earlier intakes. Thus a component 
of ( T ~  is 5& coming from the uncertainty of the ’baciEgroundt subtraction. 

For the measurement process itself, the uncertainty standard deviation o(Y> 
usually varies only moderately with true amount Y and can be represented as 
a raylor expansion in powers ot Y up to quadratic tams? as ioiiows: 

h e  quantity (TO nnii be important m the remmuer 01 The paper. it 1s the 
measurement uncertainty standard deviation for zero true amount. The repre- 
sentation of Eq. 2 will be the starting point in this paper €or the discussion of 
measurement error uncertaanties. As dzsc& in Appendur A, ror measurement 
processes using counting, the coefficient b in Eq. 2 is approximately the number 
of physical units (say dpm) per count, while c is usually small. 

Besides measurement error unc&aanty, another important source 01 un- 
certainty is the variation c a d  by sample collection protm& and biological 
variability, which contribute to the coefficient c. If the actud excretion rate is 
h e &  Ynese ejcicec‘cs cause a certarn cius’cnbution ot measured r&ts arounci the 
true amount, with a certain standard deviation. This standard deviation di- 
vided by the mean of the distribution (the coefficient of variation), contributes 
to tne square root oi the coeiiicient c. In an expenmenmi mvestigation ai van- 
ations of the excretion of plutonium in urine, Moss [iOf found a 10% coefficient 
of variation for true 24 hr samples, and a 70% variation €or spot samples. The 
use ot creakinme excretion to n o d i z e  unne excretzon rates, as 1s cormMlniy 
done in routine medical practice, may be advantageous. Anderson et. al. [4] 
have measured the average coefficient of variation of creatinine excretion using 
commexciaIZy EbyBilabk equipment for sevm subjeets and found it to be 7%. 

3 Lsecision level arzcl detection limit 
When the measured value y exceeds a critical level L,, cded  the decision level, 
the rest& is termed “detected” or “positive”. The decision level scaled to the 
measument error uncertainty for zero true amount, 00, defines a quantity 
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It is useful to associate awther quantity a with k, where Q is the fraction of 
measured results that exceed L, when the true amomt Is 0 {see Fig. 1 ). A 
rough, but d y  s&cient€y amtrrate, approximation for cy is 

iwope xewate vaiues ot a gven ka may be obtaned trom tabkes of smgie-hi 
areas of a n o d  distribution, or by numerical integration. The quantity (Y 

is USeN in that it directly gives the minimum fraction of “positives” to be 
expecteci m the measurement process. 

In classid statistics, the decision level is determined by specifying Q to be 
a small number [say 0.05). In Bayesian statistics the decision level and k, are 
c ietemed by specltylng the desired maxunum take pixive traction, as v d i  
be t%smssed, which often results in a much smaller value of a. 

The detection limits Y = LMDA and L M M A  are graphically depicted in Fig. 
1. ’Yhe detection hmt LMDA 1s the m u m  true amount ‘chat IS dektect mth 
high probability 1 - j3 (j3 is a given smail number, say 0.05), while LMMA is 
the maximum true amount that is missed with the same high probability. For 
example, statmg the same tbng tor hMD-4 in shghtiy merent words, it tne 
true result exceeds the detection Iimit L ~ n . 4 ,  the measwed resuit will exceed 
the decision level L, ‘’most of the time”, where ‘‘most of the time” means with 
probabitity at least 1 - #fl. The quantities LHDA and L ~ X A  are obtained as 

3 



the two roots Y of the (quadratic) equation 

hqua'cion 3 uses a quantliy kp whrcb, m my w%h k, rtftfmt?a m hq. gwes 
the number of standard deviations n one must be away from the peak d u e  of 
the Gaussian distribution of measured results in order to have the singletail 
integral be /f- hquatiorn 5 expresses the kact inat ii the true amount exceeds the 
deeision level by kpo,  there will be oniy a smaE chance f l  that the measured 
result is less than the decision level, and a similar statement €or the case when 
the true amount is iess than the ciecision level. 

Equatiun 6 applies for both classical and Bayesian decision revels LC. One 
finds that €or L, = kpoo, as would be the case for classical statistics, the de- 
tection m t  LMMA 1s zero (usudy ka = kp m ckasslcat Cieclslon ~heory, wi~h 
a = /3 = 0.05). The Bayesian decision level has IC, greater than kp. 

Although not related to Bayesian statistics, hiologicd variability and bioas- 
say sample co'rtection mcertatniy are mporLar& sources 01 mcertamty, olten 
ovedooked. There is a singularity in the expression given by Eq. 6, when 
1 - k@ = 0. This shpiarity means that IC@ is limited to be jess than If&, 
and chereiore ror bioassay procedures wxh very iarge biokogxai mabihty un- 
certainty, for exampie fecal sampling, it is impossrble to achieve small vatues of 
P- 

hote that decislon ieveh refer to measured quantities and dewtion hmts 
refer to true amounts. Detection limits are usually used in theoretical calmla- 
tions, while decision levels are used to interpret dah 

4 Heuristic example of Bayesian decision theory 

imagine a measurement process wth oniy two outcomes, y = m+ {measure 
plus), and y = + (measure zero). The true condition 2 tikewise has only 
two values, + and 0. This model problem is unreahtic, since the measured 
dues and true amounts are a i r e t e  and bake orily two dues, nevertheless it is 
similar enoq& to the red problem to be instructive, d the ma.thematics are 
simplified so that everything can be explicitly calculated. The sampling function 
Y(&) is known and given by the folfowing mat& (the sampIing function is the 
probability of measuring resuit g gjven true condition d: considered as a h c t i o n  
of y ): 

(7) 

4 



in t,ms of two parameters N and 0, which are similar, biit not identical to, the 
pameters a and @ introduced in the previous section. Note that 

smm mmuo~ai probatsuzsies are nomanzea. Por exainpte, given that the srue 
condition is +, there are ody bwr, possibiiities, measure + and measwe 0, with 
probabilities 1 - and p ,  so that 

P(m+f+) + P(m*/+) = 1 - p + p = 1 19) 

Assume that a €airly large number N of measurements are taken for similar 
cas-. In that population of eases, the number of measured positives and zeros 
are given by the fftllowlng matrix equation: 

Ph i+ )  P h P i  

h terms of the pnor probabhty chstnbution P\+f and Y(UJ giving the proba- 
bilities of true + and 0 in the measured population. Note that we cai~ solm Eq. 
10 for the prior probabilities, giving the result 

wjllda shows how the pnor probabihty Zus’nbution can be dexemned &om 
population data. In what follows we assume that the prior probability distribu- 
tion is a given k e d ,  unknown quantity that may be estimated from population 
averages wing %q. ii. 

Now return to Eq. 1U and expms n(+), the number of porsitive measured 
results, in terms of the number n+(+) coming from true positives and no(+) 
cormng from true zeros. From E q .  PO: 

. > .  we now ask some general questions about a measurement process invorvlng 
uncertainty, and answer them within the model. The errors of the measurement 
process resuit in the crass terms no(+), the number of true zeros that measure 
+, a d  n1 (01, the number of true positives that measure 0. The sxxxdkxs of 



t n e  cross term can tze jilagea tzy compamg tnem m ~ h  the total number ok 
true zeros or positives, or the total number that measure zero ex positive. There 
are four natural fractions that should be small for the measurement process to 
be effedive, Thee are: 

1. The faise positive fraction, the fraction of dl results that m e m e  positive 
that come from time zem, given by 

2. The fake negative fraction, the &action of dl results that measure zero 
that wme &om true positives, given by 

3. The missecI positives, the fraction of &I true positives that are measured 
as zero, given by 

?%io> 
f3 = -, 

a+ 

4. The missed negative% the fraction of & true zeros that are measured as 
positive, given by 

n!3l,+) 
J4 = 920. 

where 

muation iii, wmch ~ t u a i i y  cienves Bayes theorem, gwes i i e  probabihty 
P(O/m+) of tme result 0 given that the measured r d t  is +. &yes 
theorem states that 



3. missed positive &action 

in ciassicai sta-tics? me quaniities a = P(m+'pj and 6 = i'tw+,r+j, gming 
errors of the first and second kind, are specified as mall numbers. In Bayesian 
statistics, we require in addition that the false positive and fake negative frac- 
tkms be SM&. This means, &om Eq. 19, that if want the false positive frwtim 
to be tb given small number E, then cy must be 

ihereiore ii- o zj smail (true positives rase in the popuiationj, a must be very 
smdl. SimiIady, if 6 is large (true negatives rare in the population), j? must be 
very small in order to have a s d l  false negative fraction. In other words, it is 
hard to hna a needie I I ~  a bys+xack! 

This model shows how the prior probabiltity distribution can be determined 
from population averages, and haw Bayesim statistics is nothing more than 
a more incfusive modrehng 01 tfle measurement process, whicR bnngs rn "nee- 
dle in a haystack" effects. The parameters a and p in classicd statistics are 
constrained by considering these Bayesian effects and can be determined by re- 
qwnng acceptably smail. take posliive and taise negative iractions. ine usual 
case in analysis of bioassay data for internal dosimetry is that true positives are 
rare in the population rather than true negatives being rare. In this situation, 
the a ojr clasflcai statistics is further constramed ana 1s deterrmnea by speciiymg 
an acceptable fahe positive fraction. 

5 fieview of Bayesian Statistics 
In Bayesian statistics the problem is formulated in terms of the quantity of 
greatest lnterest 2, even tRougpl t h ~ ,  quantity 1s oriry mchrrectIy reiateci to the 
actual measured quantity y. So the mathematical problem becomes an inverse 

i 
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problem, to determine x from y. we wish to determine the postenor proba- 
bility distribution P(zIy), the probability distribution of 2 given that we have 
measured y. In order to do this. we need an estimate of the prior probability 
diskrlhtion P(x) ,  the pr&bi€ity distfibtrtion of x in the population we are 
measuring. By %yes theurn, 

Consider an exampie wnere tne measurement error uncertainty 0 is Wen as 
equal to 1 and the forward biokinetic mode# as Y ( x )  = x. The prior probabiiity 
distribution is taken as the scale invariant distribution 

('27) 
dz P(zj& DC -. 
z 

L hls rfis€mbutlon E. uniform when piokted on a toganthrmc stme, and is a natural 
"miform" distribution. Note that this distribution must be truncated at small 
and large values to obtain a normalizable probability distribution. 

Assume that the measurement 1s sever& standard dewatsons irom zero7 say 
y = 4. The prior, likebhood, and posterior distributions are shown in Fig. 2. 
The posterior distribution is, except €or a normalization factor, just the product 
of the iiiceiinooa tunction ana the pnor distnbu-hon. lhe nomahzaQon tadtor 
ensures that the integral of the posterior distribution is 1, as must be true €or 

a 
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rigwe 5: t m ~ u t i v e  p t e n o r  ana prior proWfiity cW%nbutions when the 
measurement mxertaifrts; LT = 1 and the measured mutt y = 4. 

any PrObaDillty custnbution. kkxause of the slope 01 tne pnor ctlstllixmon m 
Fig. 2, the posterior distribution differs somewhat from the likelihood €un&im, 
which, in this example, is a simple Gaussian peaked at the measured d u e .  

we may ais0 consider the lntegratecl probabllity trom U up to some vaIue 
XI. Fig. 3 shows integrated, or Cumuiative probabilities for the case shown 
in Fig. 2. In this figure a logarithmic scale is used for the 5 1  axis so that 
the cumuiative pnor probability &stnbution 1s a straght hne. In the measured 
population, 5 is distributed from 0.1 to 10. with d o r m  (log scale) probability. 
As a result of the measurement y = 4, we have better knowledge of the actual 
value oi x, ana can assign a probabihty intermi irom 21, the iower probabinty 
limit, to xu, the upper probability limit, corresponding say to the 10% and 90% 
probability points in Fig. 3. In general, we define XI so that the probability is 
only q that x IS smadler than xj, and z, so that the probabdity is only & that x 
is larger than 2,. As a result of the measurement we have reasonable certainty 
(probability 1 - €1 - E,) that the quantity of interest 5 lies somewhere between 
q ana 5,. 



6 interpretation oi’ Bayesian results-”detected“ 

ihe  Bayesian methocioiogy aliows us to caicufaxe %he postenor probabihty &s- 
tribution of the quantity 2, and from that to  obtain a confidence intend XZ to 
zu. For many purposes, this is sufficient, for example, when ~ / x l  is near 1, it 
is reasona’sie to state that 5 has been measureci to be in the range 21 to 2,. ’we 
wish, however, tu define the concept of “detected” at the lowest possible level. 
In some cases, x , / q  may be much larger than 1, and the confidence interval by 
itseit IS not suiliczent. By -detect& we mean that tne measurement dehiteiy 
reveals the presence of the contaminant at some, possibfy very small, level, and 
we wodd expect this to be borne out by subsequent measurements. 

i’he dehnition of .xietected“ obwousiy is that zk exceeds some criticai kevd 
2,. There are two considerations affecting the choice of 5,: 1) that xc be in the 
range where we have some direct empirical knowledge of the prior distribution 
b d  on real data, and ‘tj that z, ’be much greater than the lower p&b&ty 
limit of the prior distribution. Tosatisfy consideration 1) shodd he no smaller 
than some moderate fraction (say 0.1) of Y-’(cro) (Y is the function, usudy 
lineas, reiating intake IE to excretion Y, Y-‘ 1 s  its invem function, and co IS the 
measurement error uncertainty for z = 0. To simplify the subsequent discussion, 
Y ( z )  = z will be assumed). The measurement error occludes any knowfedge of 
the structure of the pnor dmnbution for &er v&ues ok 5. Eegaxhng consia- 
eratim 21, if 5, were compmabie or smalIer than the lower probability Ernit of 
the prior distribution, we might call a case “detected” when the measurement 
result was zero, or without any measurements, which would ’be counterintuitive. 
Consideration 1) is ensured by choosing 2, = 0 . 1 ~ ~ .  Consideration 2) is ensured 
by choosing 

_ F  - F  

5.2 

El = Pfz)dz, (2% 

where E is some smaH number (say Equatmn $28 ensures that for a case %ha% 
is "detected", the posterior probab2ity curve will be shifted tmard Issger values 
(to the right) relative to the prior probability curve in a plot like that shown 
in Pig. 4. Pigwe 4 shows a margmdiy “detected case where z, = u.iu~. ihe  
cumulative prior probability up to 21 = zc is 0.5, whiie the cumulative posterior 
probability up to 51 = zc is Q = 0.05, which is E = 0.1 times the cumulative 
pnor probability, satisiying E& Z. 

In many cases of interest, the cumulative prior probability up to 0 . 1 ~ 0  is 
near 1, so consideration 2) above is not critical. In these cases the measured 
popuhtion contams m t i y  very smali (relative zo u~ j vaiues oi x. 
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7 Dlscusslon of measurement objectives, t y p e s  
of errors 

Up until now, the objective of the measurement has been to determine ”de- 
t&&” by- having the measured vahe exceed a critical level L,. The objective 
of the maswement could, on the other hand, be to determine that the intake 
is less than a certain amount (for example, an intake amount corresponding to 
a committed effective dose equivalent d 1 mSv). We might then define “smalP 
to mean that the upper Bayesian confidence limit xu be less than a specified 
amount  SMALL. ihis would reqmre that %he measured value be less than a 
certain critical level. It is natura1 to have this latter critical level be the same 
as A,, which means that ”not detected” is the same as “small”, and conversely. 
‘ Y h  cietemnes %SMALL u) be the upper Bayesian conhdence ilmtt when the 
measured value is at the detection limit L,, which we denote by za[LsI) h- 
plicit in this construction are the quantities e~ and eu that define the Bayesian 
conkiaence mtervdr Q, xu. i he  condtion “aexected has taise positive tmtion 
el, and ‘‘smdn has false negative fraction h, both of which need to be small 
numbers for the determinations to be meaningful. Note that “detected” means 
that the intake amount is iikeiy to be greater than a quantity we have cded 2, 
in Section 6, and which we might denote by q(L,) ,  while “small” means that 
the intake is likely to be smaller than a larger quantity zU(Lc). 

Simitar to xwcujic] but siigmiy daerent IS the detection fimt - t ~ ~ . 4 ,  which 



is a slmpter and easier to evaluate quantity, since it does not invoive the prior 
probability distribution other than having a dependence on Lc. If the true 
amount exceeds LMDA the measured result is likely to be positive. The state- 
ment reiating xa[LC) to this is: if the measured amount is not poshive (..mait." 
the true amount is Iiely to be less than spL(Lc). These concepts would be use- 
N in setting up an internal dosimetry program to meet legd requirements, €or 
example "internal dose evaluation programs shali be adequate to demonstrate 
compliance with ..n [If, in which case LMDA or possibry %(Ac) would corre- 
spond to some amount less than the legal dose limit (to dlow, say for extend 

The detection limit LMMA, the maximum missed amount, is of interest in 
quantifying m i d  doses. An intake of this amount or less is likely to be missed. 

dose). 

8 Form of the prior distribution 
The prior probability distribution is the probability distribution of x in the 
measured poptilation, denoted by PCz). Uur approach to the prior distnbution 
is to determine it as much as possible empirically from data. In practice this 
means fitting data with d y t i c a l  forms having variable parameters. We wilf 
use anakprcai ctrstnbutions that aiiow a mcie range oi variation. Ger~,aaniy the 
value and the slope of the prior distribution at a point 5 corresponding to y 
several standard deviations from zero should be independently variable. The 
mean and standard aeviation oi a pro'Dab&ty &&-hution are perhaps it s most 
bask parameters. These shodd be independently mriabje. So the analytical 
fonns used should have at least two paramekrs. The other constraint is that 
the chsmbution apply to a positive quanttty 5. 

Two analytical distributions that we wilt use we 1) the log-normal distribu- 
tion, and 2) the Pareto distribution. These are defined in Table 1 below.[llJ 

'hbk 1: halytical forms tlscd for %hc prior probability distribution 
distribution analytical form mean standard deviation 

bath 01 zchese dLstnbutions has two pmitwe pasametem. bor the iog-norm& 
distribution, 50 is the maximum probability p i n t  of the distribution when 
plotted on a log scde, and as, the geometric standard deviation, defines the 
wdfn of the chstnbution on a log d e .  'I he maximum or the Pareto cbtnbution 
omws at xo and the distribution is defined as zero for x < xo. When the power 
p in the Pareto distribution becomes small, the distribution approaches the 
Worm &stnbution airearly Ehscussed, atthough in the imt p + ii the integ& 
of the distribution diverges over the range so < x < 00 and the distribution 



must ae t m c a w  to zem at large mues of 5. &or p f e s s  tnan I, the formula 
for the mean of the P m t o  distribution is more complicated, depending on the 
maximum vdue of 2 in the integration. The same applies to the formula for the 
standard devia%ion 0% the Paset0 cilstnbution, when p is less than 2. 

When the quantity 5 is an internal dosimetry intake occurrbg during a 
bioassay sampling interval, there are some additional general considerations 191. 
Let Ai represent the time mnterval between i>ioassay sampfes. Consiaer the case 
where intakes are infiquent, and imagine the iimit At + 0. in this case the 
prior distribution has the limit 

where B(x) is  the delta function. (The delta function, 6(z), is the limit of very 
narrow &thbutions peaked at x = 0 a d  having unit htegrai, j hjxjdx = 1). 
Equatia 29 implies that if the bioassay sampling interval is very short, there 
will not have been time for any intakes to occur. For small time intervd At, 
the prior has %ne iorm 

where wqz) is some normahzed chstnbution of positive quantity 2, mci A h t  is 
the average number of intakes occurring in time interval At (A is the average 
number of intakes occurring per unit time). As a result of these considerations, 
it may be reasonabie io mciuae a ciei%a-kunction mmponen% m the m&yLicai 
form representing the prior distribution. 

Y IWsmericai experiments using simulated data 
In investigating questions such as what effect the assumption of a particular 
tom ot the pnor &stnbution makes, it 16 useN to have a conkmlied experrment, 
where we know the correct answer. So, we have performed a series of numerid 
experiments using Monte-Carlo generated data The data were generated from 
a kog-normai prior cbstnbution, with no& measurement errors. Lek z1 and 
z2 be random variables from n o d  dkkributions with zero man and miit 
standard deviation. Then the intake x was generated as 

2 = % exp@$+1), YSi) 

and the measured value was generated as 

where Y ( z )  is the forward biokmetic model that relates intake to excretion. 
'Yhe distribution of measured resuits for a popuiation of workem in a routine 

samphg pmgram might be as shown in Fig. 5, using nurnericdy generated 
data. Such a distribution would be made by including only cases where the 
preceding bi-y r e d %  was zero by some criteria (say y < 1.6@%~), and for 
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Figure 5: Distribution. of shuIated measured urine bioassay results. 

long bloiQ~cai ha;lt-Me iriatenals Flire plutornum W C ~ Q  exauae p m m  -mvmveu 
in known incidents and persons who were hist&cdly positive. The distribution 
thus represents intakes occurring during the sampling interval. The fitting curve 
shorn in Fig. 5 ~ $ 4  be &d in the next section. 

PO Bayesian decision theory 
We will discuss the interpretation of numerically generated bioassay data. Shawn 
in Fig. 5 is a fit b d  on the equation 

+) = N q  0 P(Yii.)P(+k (33) 

where n(y) IS the observed number of cases with measured d u e s  in the bm 
Ay around y, N is the total number of cases, P(y[z) is the known pmbability 
of measuring resuIt y if the true resdt is 5, and P(x)dz is the unknown prior 
pr&&&i,y that the true amount z 1s 111 inxem d z .  w shown ln big. 5 
is &tined by varying parameters in a representation of E'(.), as discussed in 
Re€. [SI. In this case €he fit, like the generated data, assumes a log-normd form 
for the prior distribution, and successfufiy reproduces the parameters useci to 
generate the data, as long as a sdicientiy large data set is available, as shown 
in Table 2 below. 

ln i4g. 6 the quantities n.(+-f{yj and r~{yj ,  dehed by 



N g0 yo ‘Ts 
60 @.%I5 0.084 2.1s 
rn 0.92 0.137 1.75 
6ooo 0.973 0.104 1.95 
6oQo8 0.w9 8.103 1.97 

i. u.1 x. 



where 00 is the measurement uncertainty €or zero true amount. Under these 
d t i o m  {% << @@), 

%fY> = Nww%PO), (36) 
waere ..=I P(S)dX (37) 

is the prior probability of “zero”. 
The fraction of eases coming from “zeros”, given by 

is shown in Fig. 7. The ffaction f&) can be written as 

xri terms of Ptsfyf7 the pmbabiiity that the true amount IS z ~ v e n  measured 
value y. Using Bays theorem to calculate P(xty) gives En. 38. 

The quantity fo(y) is the false positive fraction, which shoukl be bounded 
by a smaii quanuiy m ordef to h v e  a vma cietemaiion of “positive * , that 1s 

&or exampleT m kig. b ror a bin somewhere between y = ti. an& 3ffo there 
are qual numbers of cases &om “positives” and “zeros”. So, with that as the 
decision level, the true result may be zero 5U% of the time. In interna1 dosimetry, 
where having a smd amount of a radioactive su’bstance in oneis body is o h  
emotionaily disturbii but probably not physically h d ,  it is reasonable 
to report an intake only if we are quite certain that the intake has actually 
occurred. ’ lks  a mailer iakse poisitwe fraction of E = I as obtained irom 
Fig. 7, is more appropriate than over 70%, which goes along with the usual 
classical decision level of 1.645~0. 

‘Xne Bayesian anakysis aiiows us to &termme a meanmgkul dwmon level 
yc, such that if the measured result y exceeds yo the true result is very likely 
positive. For the example shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, the normalized decision 
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Figure 7: False positive fraction. 

level is approximately I C ,  = y c / ~ o  w 4 for a maximum false positive fraction of 
E = 5%. 

The Bayesian decision level may be expressed in terms of an e just as the 
classical decision level, where a gives the fraGtion of the time the measured resuft 
will exceed the decision tevel, if the true result is zero. Them is basically little 
connection between a and the false positive fraction, however the following cadl 
be proven (see Ref. f81). Let E be the mraximum false positive &tion and Po 
be the prior probability of LLzero” in the Bayesian analysis. Then the Bayesian 
decision level always exceeds kacoo, where kaC corresponds to 

E 
a c =  - 

PO 

usmg q. 4. ine  quantity PO is tne take poslttve traction wtknout acidkonai 
infamation provided by measurements, so the normalization in E&. 41 is nat- 
ural. Normally PO is near 1 so it is not an important numerical factor. If we 
aefme an Q that goes along mxn the Eayesian demon ieve usmg ii;S. 4, tim Q 

will be less than a,, usually mu& less. In the example, the normalized Bayesian 
decision level is I%, = 4 which gives 

much less than the faIse positive fraction E = 0.05 M ac. 
’ihe amlys1s in Yne case 01 remeasurement 1s the same, except that the 

measurement uncertainty standard deviation given by Q- 2 is decreased by a 
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Figure 8: Bayesian decision level versus the %ue" positive rate, for various 
log-normal plus &-hnction prior distributions. 

factor of I/&T, &ere N is t h  number of measurements that me aver%& to 
make the find d&edmtiun. 

I1 Parametric study of Bayesian decision levels 
ine m%ysxaSr ctec1s1m-i ieveel ctepnm m %ne prior ctfstnuution, so 1% mi@% seem 
that it couM take practically any value. In fact, for a broad range of prim- 
distributions, the Bayesian decisicm level is approximately correIated with the 
erne posltive rate m gne poptilation. i'ks 1s ~Iwtratea m r Ig. a. ine -true 
positive rate is the rate at which measured cases exceed 50. For the prior 
distributions shown, the fdse positive fraction at 5ao is very small, so these 
even= are all -true posltwes. lhe log-normal pius 6-function prior Cfistnbution 
has the parameters as, YO, and A. The strength of the &function component of 
the prior distribution is I - A. The values of ag and X are shown in Fig. 8, and 
the vaiue oi Yo IS varied to trace out each curve snown. ibe k3ayesia.n decislon 
levei (for 0.05 fdse positive fraction) is seen to range from about 300 to about 
5a0, much larger than the usual classical decision level of 1.645~0. 



As an iltustration of the method, we consider the determination of a decision 
pL 

aliquot of urine is counted for 10 minutes using a tiquid seintiftator. AH bioassay 
results that are preceded by a cczemn result are msembkd into a data set. These 
bioassay restiits represent uwne excretion from intakes that may have occurred 
in the preceding monitoring interval, and not before, and therefore reffect the 
probabiIity that an intake occurred during the monitoring i n t e d .  

'rhe dehition OE the preceding *'zero'' is that the measured result is nbeiow 
a certain critical level. This critical level is as small as possible as long as a 
suEciently large number of cases are produced. The choice 1.645~~0, which 
aiiows 95 70 of true zeros to measum "zero", is an upper fimit. Using this choice 
for the Tritium data, we obtain about 350 cases, using data from the past year. 

This data set is histogramed into bins, so an experimental distribution of 
measured resuits IS obtamed. That, expefimen€d &ti%bu€ion is titien fit using 
various theoretical models of the prior distribution convoluted with a Gaussian 
measurement error distribution. The results of 4 such fits assuming a log normai 
pmor or a Yamto prior, with or without a ff-tun~tio~ component are  show^ in 
'l'able 3 below. 

ior a grauli I~ &out &j mrkeB 0~ bi-may. bimy. for :l-Exliiiil* A 

l+d 0.7'92 5.37 24.6 0.959 0.15 0.85 

1 0.952 5.42 3.91W2 5.45 1. 0.7 

pta 0 . 9 ~ ~  D.4L b. i u.21, u.34 u.04 

P 0.95 5.47 1.510-3 0.m 1.0 o.% 

18.8 3.51 

19.6 3.61 
iy.b 3.bi 

20. 3.65 

&ere are i 4  *mtogram bms,  an^ the number 01 fit parameters is either 4 tor 
the log normal plus &-€unction case, or 3 for the other cases. The quantity N D F ,  
the number of degrees of fieedom, is the number of data values (histogram bins) 
mus the number or h€ parameters, it IS io €or the iog nom& plus O-iUnction 
case and 11 for the other cases. The value of x2/NDF should be about 1 
for a satisfactory fit, which it is. The quantity X gives the prior probability 
rn the amtmuous pohon of the distribution (not the O-TUnction part). It IS 

automatically 1 for fits that do not have a &function component. The quantity 
Po is the Cumulative prior probability up to 0.1 PO. The quantity Le is the 
Bayesian decision levei tor a 5% raise pmtive miction. As seen the bayesian 
decision level lies between 3.51 and 3.65 00, depending on the form of the prior 
distribution assumed. 



ln contrast, tne u w  clws~ed decrslon bw IS I.& a0 or 6.53 nLl/L. 'rhls 
decision level resdts in a false positive h t i o n  of 85%. 

13 UnZoldmg aata to deterrrune rrtuitiple mtaKes 
Data unfolding depends on causality, that excretion follows intake in time, so 
mat intams in a gwen samrrpring intervat anect onty suosequent unne data wues 
and not wine data values preceding the intake. T%w, starting with the first 
sampIing interval, the intake in each sampling interval and its standard devi- 
anon IS aewmea  by %ne ngplt-nana wme aata vaiue or triat mterw as me 
expectation value and standard deviation of the Bayesian posterior probability 
distribution. The excretion expected from previous intakes and its propagated 
uncertamty is subtracted to determine g' a new intake has occurrd. l€, as is 
usua2lI-y the case, the sampling intervals are s&eiently short so that the average 
number of intakes in the interval is small, then it is likely that either 0 or 1 
mtakes occur in the lntRrvibf (the pro or muitiple intalre~ is sma~). lr we 
assume the time of intake is the center time of the sampling intend, unfolding 
then becomes a sequence of one-dimensional integrals over intake amounts to 
deterrmne expec.Ear;ion vaues ana stanaaru aewations or me postenor CiIshDU- 
tion (Miller and Inkret 19%). In contrast, the simple unfolding techniques used 
up until now have not been ProbabiIistic. The intake in each sampling interval 
nas been a e w m e a  to mat= the nght-aana ume  excretion aata w u e  exactiy, 
even if the required intake quantity was negative. &so there was no method 
to calculate uncertainties in the excretion expected from prior intakes, which is 
an mponant utsac~o~nd mat must be suutstraceeu to determme new m t a ~ e ~  
have mcwred. 

It is simplest to discuss data unfolding using prior probability modeIs that 
contaan a &iuncuon, representmg .no m t u g .  inen trie proDamuty of an m t s e  
can be defined as the integral of the posterior probability over dl positive values 
of intake quantity 5, without having to define 2,. 

Arter canylng out the data uKtardlng as aescn~ea, we ootam a set or mr,aKe 
quantities 2 occurring in eaeh bioassay sampling interval, and we can calculate 
a probabiTity associated with each intake. If the probabifty for a certain intake 
IS low, it 1s reasonmie to mop ix enxreiy, ana assume no i n w e  TOOK piace 111 
that sampling interval. The bioassay data d u e  on the right side of the interval 
can then be used in combination with that on the left hand side of the interval 
to determine the prewous nntarre. 

A computer code (UF) has been developed based on this algorithm. Data 
unfolding and calculation of intake probabilities is first done, then the least prob- 
abie intake is dropped, and the process IS repeated, untd au the rem- m t s e  
probabilities are at least 90% or some such high value. This method results in 
an intake scenario with relatively few, well determined, intakes, well suited to 
the reguiatory requirement that zlri intakes be reported and just&iahie.[i1 An 
intake scenario with relative$ few intakes r d t s  in higher dose estimates for 
cases with nonzero dose, as discussed in ref. [8] 



We have shown how a Bayesian analysis determines the decision level by spec- 
riyi me m m - m  aa~owea ituse pclsltlve amion. +ne pnw p m w m y  as- 
tribution must be known. The prior probability distribution can be determined 
€ram data if a suitably large population of results is amifable. 

Bizmy recipes mu ueserrpeions of statistwai mecnous nave been wmten ~ n a ~  
start with a given classical decision level, for exampie k, = 1.645 (a = 0.05) is 
often used. Guidance at the rule-of thumb IeveI needs to be corrected to aIIow 
larger ami vanabie Re’s, wieh Re d e t e m a l  by proper dayeslan arguments. 
The health physicist may run computer codes to analyze results from large pop  
ulations to directly determine decision Ievels (these codes will be downloadable 
m m  our Web site], or R, remits worn sirmiar taahties and work environments 
can be used based on professional judgment that the situations afe compara- 
ble. Choosing k, = 4 is a better guess than k, = 1.645, which produces in 
most cases a very nign fam-postwe fratxion. it IS i r ~ w s t i g  tnax expemencea 
heajth physicists have at times used the ciassical MllA (k, M 4) rather than the 
classical decision level as a decision level, because it seemed to produce a more 
reasonafi.le rate of “positives’’. 

A Appendix 
We assume a measurement process involving counting. The average value of the 
mneasureu r e m z  y Is given Dy 

Y = f ( N  - B), (43) 
where f is a mmeea1 fmkr, N is the average number of measured counts, and 
B is the awrage number of background counts. The variance of Y is given by 

o$ = a?(N - B)” + f”(& + &). (4) 

Since counts are usually governed by Poisson statistics (if the physical half 
Irre IS long compared to the count time), 

@$ = N .  (45) 
Thcrcforc, 

.“y = f Z ( S  4- a;,> $- f”(N - B) + 4 ( N  - B)? 

a“Y) = c7: + BY + cY2, 

~ u a x i o u  40 may ere written in tae rorm 

and we thus find &at 



f = -  At 
- B,' 149) 

where At is the known traeef activity a d  Nt and Bt are %he m e d  %racer 
counts a d  background wunts. Neglecting the usustlty small error in At, 

tar 8 large number ot tracer counts {say Nt M rW) az mi ~mvery. 'rhus using 
traeeF methodobgy, o f f f  is mal1 (say a few parent) so that c is very srnaII, 
and b is approximately the factor relating net counts to physicai units. 
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